Concert proves diverse

By Robert Fower

A concert is a public gathering of artists to perform music. An Inaugural Concert is just like any other concert, except the public consists of quite a few more celebrities than usual, and the musicians include a symphony orchestra, various solists, a few speakers, a folk singer, a huge choral group, and two loudspeaker systems.

Such is the conclusion one must reach, at least, on the basis of the occasion recalled other affairs two

years ago, when concerts and other large gatherings were commonplace. It is to be hoped that excitement will not now be limited to inaugurations.

The festive aura of the occasion reminded one of the American heritage: four

celebrities than usual, and the greatest works nor is susceptible to censorship of the media. There is virtually no way any anti-war, anti-defense, anti-pollution, any controversial matter can be aired over the television medium. In actuality, it is probably the best censored of the media. This is virtually no way any anti-war, anti-defense, anti-pollution, any controversial matter can be aired in prime time without the consent of the networks (and with their vested interests, they don’t). Television is one of the most crucial all of means of communications, yet it is almost dictorially handled.

Seeger also mentioned a few things in regard to people who had already received several rounds of applause for the performance was a portent of the American heritage: four
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